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Excreta dots

• Important to join the excreta-dots

• In urban areas toilets have to be linked to 
disposal and treatment systems

• In rural areas toilets have to be linked to 
poverty, behavioural change (health 
connection), water, toilet design and waste 
disposal



Excreta Matters I

• file://localhost/Users/sunitanarain/Desktop/E
xcreta matter vol.1 PDF/Final chapters for 
book/Master Excel Checked.xls

71 city data analyzed
City water-waste profiles
Where does water come?
Where does waste go? 
Simple questions
But not asked
Never answered

file://Users/sunitanarain/Desktop/Excreta matter vol.1 PDF/Final chapters for book/Master Excel Checked.xls


Water story in cities

Planners obsessed with water, not supply

Water sourced from further and further away

Leads to increasing cost of supply

Leads to high distribution losses

Less water to supply at end of pipeline

Less water means more costly water

Cities not able to recover costs of supply, have no 
money to invest in sewage



First count of toilets and their connections: 
where waste goes
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Toilet-STP+++

• Current sanitation focus is on building toilets 
(important and necessary)

• Current pollution-control focus is on building 
sewage treatment plants (unnecessary 
without conveyance

• But people are building septic tanks – there is 
no official conveyance; no official treatment

• End result is: pollution



On-site challenges

• Toilet connected to underground ‘box’

• Design quality of septic tank is unknown – in 
many cases these are tanks, emptied regularly or 
simply linked to municipal drain 

• In most cities Informal sector collects waste for a 
price – growing and thriving business

• In all cities there is no system for safe disposal of 
this waste

• In all cities, waste from septic tanks is ‘dumped’ 
in open sewers; rivers; municipal sewers; fields…



On-site needs:

• Recognition: official acceptance that these are 
not part of the past but the future

• Regulations: construction; collection; 
treatment

• Technologies: disposal and reuse



Opportunity: re-invent future 
sanitation solutions

• If our countries can jump-skip-leapfrog the 
landline-grid route in connectivity in telephones 
and energy access then why not in sanitation?

• Cost-effective (do not have to plan for 
underground sewerage for door-to-door 
conveyance)

• People are managers (if septic tank is overflowing 
then NIMBY kicks in)

• Already exist – do not have to re-engineer entire 
cities for sewerage networks



Opportunity: Re-use

• Water-based sewage systems destroy the 
nitrogen-cycle of world

• Water used to flush excreta; water as 
conveyance; water for disposal

• Nutrients lost 

• Food security lost 

• Water polluted

• Land-based sewage systems can repair this



Opportunity: Land-based

• Nutrients-Food-Excreta-Nutrients-Food

• Excreta is segregated in septage systems 
(mostly and challenge is to keep it like this)

• Excreta can be used as nutrients for soil –
reused in agriculture or compost 



Rural sanitation challenge

• Complex; extensive and inhuman

• “More cell phones than toilets” about gender

• World’s wicked problems are about gender –
cooking fuels; toilets or clean water

• Opportunity to fix much more than toilets

• This is what we want to discuss

• Not what is going wrong – but what is working 
and why?





Wicked problem



India’s sanitation data

• Built 100 million toilets in its 600000 villages and 
another 6.3 million in its cities. 

• In 2019, declared itself mostly open defecation 
free (ODF) – a seemingly impossible task just 
some years ago. 

• According to government estimates, by 2019, 
over 93 per cent of the country’s households had 
access to toilets; in over 93 per cent of the 
villages people do not defecate in the open; over 
96 per cent who had access, also used the toilets 
suggesting an important change in behavior. 





India’s sanitation story
Important and successful
But still we have to do more
What worked
1. Top political interest
2. Focus on behavior change –

nudging people to use the asset 
created

3. Providing subsidy to people to build 
the toilets

What still needs to be done
1. Ensure there is no slippage – need 

to be sustainable
2. Focus on septage – excreta 

management



Two options
1. Construct toilets so 
that excreta is safely 
managed
Twin pit with honeycomb 
for decomposition; 
‘retention’ time

2. Construct waste 
management systems in 
villages – combine 
human waste with 
organic waste

Deliberately plan for 
reuse of waste



Learnings from India

• 1. People need access – subsidy to pay for 
toilets – in homes and community

• 2. People need behavior change – connection 
to health; building awareness/education

• 3. Toilets must be affordable and sustainable –
need water; need management of excreta. 
Otherwise we will transfer problem from 
health burden because of lack of toilet to 
health burden because of pollution



We need to 
learn together

We need to 
walk together



The nation needs to know

Where does your water come from?

Where does your excreta go?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QU098R2p
KHk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QU098R2pKHk

